
 

Head Teacher’s Message 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our present situation has been challenging for everyone, but it has been great to see how our “Team 
Chenderit” family have come together to overcome the many obstacles we have faced. Not knowing 
how long the current measures will last has been something that we are all finding difficult. We are 
hopeful that we shall all be able to continue learning at school in the not too distant future, however 
we appreciate the severity of the situation and the difficulty of the decisions that need to be made by 
our government in    order to keep us all safe. I continue to be impressed with the resourcefulness, 
determination and creativity demonstrated by students, staff and parents. Like many others, I miss 
the interactions and exchanges that I used to take for granted: seeing students challenging them-
selves and finding success; chatting with colleagues about ideas and initiatives; hearing how mem-
bers of our community help each other in order to overcome adversity; watching students aim high, 
work hard and be nice. It is these things that make Chenderit such a magical place to work and be a 
part of. I am proud of the community that we have     created together. 

  

As a school, we have all worked hard to ensure that our curriculum remains in place via remote 
learning. Students have accessed lessons and engaged with their teachers online in order to contin-
ue to make good progress. As our unprecedented situation continues though, there is also the need 
to allow students to engage with all the other things that make their lives special. We continue to 
want our students to have every opportunity to really shine, to challenge themselves to go above and 
beyond expectation and to try something more challenging. Teachers have worked together to ena-
ble this to happen, creating a set of assignments that we now encourage all students to engage with, 
as appropriate. The challenges listed are all optional, but we know that many students in our com-
munity will appreciate the opportunity to      engage with something that allows them to show   them-
selves at their best. This principle of stretch and challenge is something that has always been im-
portant at Chenderit, and now we encourage all our      students to think carefully about how best 
they as individuals can respond.  



Whatever a child’s ability, they have the opportunity to try something new, to develop their skills and     
understanding and to impress themselves and those around them with their determination, curiosity,    
creativity and kindness.  

 I am excited to see how each of our students responds. Please encourage your child to take part, as by 
doing so will help them reach their potential. I look forward to seeing how everyone gets on, and I am 
sure we will all see what an amazing community we are all lucky enough to be a part of. 

You will find attached to this email details of a new initiative that we hope can make a positive difference 
to all our students during these difficult times. This assignment challenges everyone in our community to 
make the world a better place, at a time when that is needed more than ever. Throughout our “normal” 
busy lives, we have all experienced a longing for more time and more opportunity to do something    
amazing; perhaps this unprecedented situation is our chance to surprise ourselves with just how amazing 
we can all be. There are five different challenges that we encourage students and their families to        
attempt… 

Message about “becoming an expert” from Mr Williams, Head of Science and Assistant Head Teacher 

 

I have always had a fascination with learning; which is why I teach I suppose.  I like knowing things and 
do not like not being able to do things – it frustrates me; although as I age it bother me less.  I have      
always wanted to be knowledgeable and to a varying degree I feel I am ok – although there is always 
room for improvement.  I have always wanted to be an expert at something and feel that I am in my    
chosen subject – Chemistry.  I have attempted, over the years, to recreate this expert knowledge and   
understanding in other areas.  A few years ago I downloaded an app called Memrise – have a look if you 
wish.  This is an app which contains multiple choice quizzes on various topics.  My first choice of topic 
was capital cities and I wondered how many I knew and how many I could learn; teaching my children at 
the same time – win win!  I set about the challenge of trying to learn as many as possible.  Western     
Europe was fairly easy, although the Baltics and old soviet satellite states still elude me a little – although 
Tallinn and Estonia somehow stuck.  I then went onto African capital cities and I learnt a lot – Morocco – 
Rabat; Algeria – Algiers; Tunisia – Tunis; Libya - Tripoli ; Egypt – Cairo – these are the top 5 countries in 
Africa – Initials spell MATLE and was one way for me to remember these countries.  I then tried to learn 
more capital cities with varying success; Mali – Bamako, Sierra Leon – Freetown, Somalia -               
Mogadishu.  My memory was starting to struggle at this point but the continual process of testing and  
discussing with my children helped.  Now to be clear I am not an expert in this area so please, when you 
see me, do not expect me to know every country’s main city.  I will not.  However, it highlighted to me the 
importance of hard work, repetition, not giving up and that knowledge is never wasted because a few 
years later I was introduced to a new member of my form who had come from Africa.  He said he had 
come from Eritrea.  I asked him how close he had lived to Asmara?  He seemed taken aback that I knew 
his countries capital city.  I think he was appreciative that at some point in my life I had shown interest 
enough to learn something, however small and insignificant, about his country.  The act of trying to      
become an expert in something may not result in you becoming an expert; but it will enrich your life and 
others around you so give it a go! 

 

Can you challenge yourself to become an expert in something, in the same way that Mr Williams has? 
Remember- you could decide to become an expert in anything you want! 

Find out all you can about your chosen subject. Specialise. Read some books about it. Follow a blog. Join 
a forum. Train. Write about what you know. Teach it to someone else. Write to someone who is already 
an expert. Practise. Put your knowledge to the test. We’d love to know what you choose and can’t wait to 
find out how you get on with this challenge! 

Become an expert in something. 

You could decide to become an expert in anything you want- something that has 

caught your attention in school or something connected with a hobby you already    

enjoy. Find out all you can about your chosen subject. Specialise. Read some books 

about it. Follow a blog. Join a forum. Write about what you know. Teach it to someone 

else. Write to someone who is already an expert. Practise. Become amazing at the 

thing you love or at the things that interest you!  



 

Message about writing letters from Mrs Nowell, Head of English and Assistant Head Teacher 

 

I have been writing weekly to my grandparents (aged 80 and 89) since lockdown began. My elderly Nan, 
aged 89, is hard of hearing and refuses to wear a hearing aid so phoning is fruitless and she has never 
used a computer so email is out. She enjoys receiving the letters each week (my daughters create a mas-
terpiece that accompanies the letter) and she feels less isolated because she’s hearing about what we 
are getting up to.  

My eldest daughter is friends with Miss Willett’s daughter and they have been writing weekly letters to one 
another (with help) and they have really enjoyed receiving post addressed to them. We included a friend-
ship bracelet this week.  My daughter said “I love getting the envelope through the postbox. It makes me 
all smiley.”  

Get involved. It really will raise a smile.  

 

Can you bring a smile to someone else’s face by writing them a letter in the same way that Mrs Nowell 
has? You might choose to write to a relative or friend that has always been there for you, or to someone 
who is no longer around as much as you would like them to be. You might choose to write to someone 
famous who has inspired you, perhaps a sportsperson, a politician, an actor, artist or musician. Tell them 
what they mean to you and how they have made a difference to your life. You might choose to ask their 
advice or give you an insight into what inspired them when they were your age. Think carefully about what 
you write- this is your one chance to make a good impression. Draft your letter and refine it. Write it out 
neatly. Find an address and post it. (If you are writing to someone famous, consider including a stamped 
addressed envelope to encourage them to write back to you.) We’d love to know who you choose to write 
to and can’t wait to find out if you get a reply! 

Message about reading from Mr Taylor, Deputy Head Teacher 

 

A few years ago, researchers published figures which showed that nearly 200,000 new books were pub-
lished each year in the UK alone.  There is something for everyone to read! 

A study by the Institute of Education, London University, examined the reading habits of 6,000 children.  
The children who read for pleasure are likely to do better in maths and English than those who rarely read 
in their free time, research suggests. The researchers concluded a wide vocabulary helped children ab-
sorb information across the curriculum. They analysed the results of tests taken at the age of 16 by 6,000 
children, all born in one week, from the 1970 British Cohort Study. 

The findings showed those who had read often at the age of 10 and had been reading books and news-
papers more than once a week aged 16 had performed better than those who had read less. 

There was a 14.4% advantage in vocabulary, a 9.9% advantage in maths and an 8.6% advantage in 
spelling, the research found, once parents' background and reading habits were taken into account. 

Write a letter to someone 

Your challenge is to make someone else’s day by writing to them. You might 

choose to write to a relative or friend that has always been there for you, or to 

someone famous who has inspired you. Tell them what they mean to you and how 

they have made a difference to your life. You might choose to ask their advice or 

give you an insight into what inspired them when they were your age. Think       

carefully about what you write- this is your chance to make a good impression. Find 

an address and post it. You might even get a reply!  

Read. 

Books can change your life! Reading develops vocabulary, increases empathy 

and encourages good mental health. Now is the time to read! Not sure what to 

read? Ask for recommendations from your family, friends and teachers. There’s 

a book out there for everyone- find yours!  



So reading is good for you.   

 

I recommend a balanced diet: read some things that will make you think – a novel that enlarges your im-
agination, or a book about science, history, geography that makes you think.  Read about other cultures, 
about sport, or art, or religion, or other places.  Read something you read when you were younger, to 
bring back happy memories. Read something new, and different, that changes the way you see the 
world.  Read what you enjoy: biographies, plays, poems, travel guides. 

It has never been easier to find books that cost next to nothing.  Classic texts are available free of charge 
on the internet.  Second hand books can be bought online. 

Reading aloud helps develop our understanding and, apparently, helps stave off dementia as we get old-
er: why not start good habits now?   

 

Can you take up the challenge and get reading during this period of isolation? All the data shows that 
reading has the biggest impact on student attainment. Students that read for pleasure are far more likely 
to be successful than those who don’t. We’d love to know which books you have been reading and what 
you think of them. If you have any recommendations for others- pass them on! 

 

Message about creativity from Mr Christy, Head of Art, and Mrs Jackson Pate, Head of Drama 

 

Increasingly we now see friends who wouldn’t define themselves as ‘creative’, pick up a paintbrush, join a 
new zoom dance class, get writing – or find some form of creative expression…  Food for the soul, if you 
will. At Chenderit we pride ourselves on the Arts and encourage creativity. We know that many of you will 
be missing this aspect of school life so this challenge could be the perfect excuse to do something    
amazing! We are aware that some students will miss participating in their favourite extra-curricular 
groups, so we hope that this will provide a remote alternative until normality resumes. Make your own 
rules. Do the thing you love. Challenge yourself to be better and invest your time and energy creating 
something that you can be really proud of. Creativity can take many forms: Painting, photography, digital 
art or drawing; poetry or journaling; writing a play or designing the costumes or set; learning a new       
instrument or writing a song; even making a dinner or baking a cake! Whatever you do, give it your all: 
the more energy and effort you put in, the greater your reward will be. 

 

Can you take up the challenge and get creative during this period of lockdown? Be open to new cultural 
experiences. The more you can engage with a variety of art forms, the more interesting the world         
becomes. We’d love to see what magic you create and can’t wait to learn about all those hidden talents 
out there! 

 

 

 

Do something creative. 

Creativity is about celebrating originality and developing skills. Take a risk and try 

something new and unexpected. Do something amazing that you can be proud of. 

Paint a canvas; write a poem, song or play, practise it and perform it- maybe even 

get it published so that others can enjoy it! Be open to new cultural experiences.          

Investigate what’s out here and then go and create!  

Do something that will benefit others. 

Your challenge is to do something that other people will benefit from. Help out at 
home. Cook the      dinner. Bake for a neighbour. Help someone less fortunate than 
yourself. Clear up someone else’s mess. Plant something that will grow, nurture it 
ready for others to enjoy. Decide how you can make the world around you a better 
place. Be the change you wish to see in the world! 



Message about doing something that will benefit others from Mr Lloyd Jones, Deputy Head Teacher 

 

How do you set about planning to “do something that would benefit others?” In essence, this could be 
easy, what sort of thing would you like to receive that would help you? Someone to complete your    
homework for you? Someone to tidy up your clothes or clean your bedroom? These are interesting ideas 
of course. Personally though, for people to fully appreciate something done by others, planning,         
commitment and determination would need to be key ingredients in making the receiver feel that it has 
been something worthwhile. The more effort that you put in, the greater the reward. 

Several years ago, I used to work with groups of students fundraising and then travelling to other parts of 
the world where we would plan and complete community projects. Young people, I believe, want to do 
things for others, especially if it makes a real difference. My experiences include building a bamboo-
meeting house known as a Salah, in the northern communities of Thailand; renovating a primary school 
in Venezuela; and creating a sustainable garden for local residents in a very remote area in Madagascar. 
All these experiences are almost ‘out of this world’ and into today’s current climate the ability for us to do 
something for others far away, appears a challenge too far. Or is it? Over the last few weeks, we have 
seen amazing acts of kindness and consideration for others.  

I know many of my neighbours have offered assistance to our local community, collecting food, walking 
pets for those self-isolating, or being able just to regularly collect a daily paper for those unable to get out 
and about. These have all been wonderful to see.  

 

Alternatively, you may wish to do something that can be built upon, continued by others, some form of 
mass participation. Devise an idea designed to have a chain reaction, something that could become viral 
and go worldwide.  

 

Finally, you could return to the original simple starting point, identify people who are important to you and 
ask yourself, ‘what would they really like and benefit from’? If you put the right amount of effort in, plan to 
provide time and commitment to make a difference, I am sure whatever you decide it will have the       
desired effect. Making a difference to others, whether they are nearby or beyond your own doorstep, will 
all be good acts of kindness that does something for someone else. Just think how Captain Tom feels, I 
bet he never guessed the effect he would have on others. 

 

Can you take up the challenge and, like Mr Lloyd Jones, do something that will help others? It is easy to 
expect more from the world around you, but communities work best when everyone contributes.           
Remember that doing something that will benefit others is a selfless act that has no other benefit to you, 
other than making you feel good! We look forward to hearing how creative and resourceful you can be, 
and how Chenderit students can help make the world a better place. 

 

Submitting your responses 

 

Mrs Cartwright will be setting all students these challenges, via Show My Homework, on Monday.        
Remember, this is an optional assignment but one that we are hoping everyone will be able to engage 
with. If students, parents, carers or other members of the family want to take part, please do. Responses 
should be emailed to your tutors and Heads of Learning- but feel free to also send them to your subject 
teachers as well, if you feel that they would appreciate what you have achieved. We hope that, over time, 
we are able to share the best responses with the rest of our school community in future “Keeping In 
Touch” emails and on social media. This is your chance to do something amazing, something that, in 
years to come, you can look back on and be proud of… 



Picture received from a grateful parent and we are all delighted to have received it. Our     

supportive community makes us smile and this kind of appreciation makes our hard work 

worthwhile! 

Jane Cartwright - Head 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

#WORKINGFROMHOME 

 

We understand that these are unusual times and working from home comes with many challenges, but 

also many perks. Here at Chenderit, we want to make sure that all of our spirits are kept high, which is 

why we’re asking for your help. 

Does your dog want petting more than usual? 

Has your cat found a new bed in the form of your laptop? 

Or is your mum or dad bringing you hourly cups of tea while you work tirelessly at home? 

Send us a picture of your workstations at home and you could be featured in our weekly Keep 

Intouch publication. 

 

Keep working hard, aiming high and being nice! 



 

Homeworking 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mrs Cartwright couldn't start work until later in the 
day because Bobby decided to get there first! 

“I’ll help you get the Keep 
Intouch out on time, Mum!” 

Mrs Rose being helped by Rusty 

'Ms Godfrey - An English 

teacher's work is never 

done' 

'Mrs Sivyer's daughter leaves 

sweet messages on her     

mummy's computer' 

Ms Reed - Rosie had to be 

parked for 'Disturbing the 

Teaching and Learning!  

Got up to make a drink and    
returned to find Katie on my 
chair!! - Mrs Pritcher 



 

Past Pupil Helping the Community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anna H is the Team leader of the Deddington district nursing team. 
 
Anna has been working throughout the COVID-19 pandemic to treat and care for her patients in the local 
Deddington Community. She is working incredibly long hours to ensure her patients are cared for. Anna's 
family are extremely proud of her and they miss her very much. 
 

Well done Anna!                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you are or know an ex-student who is helping others during this time of uncertainty, please send me 

their inspirational story and a photo for the upcoming issues of Keep Intouch: 

trose@chenderit.net 

mailto:trose@chenderit.net


 

Happy Thursday everyone, 

 

I cannot believe another week has passed, and so quickly! Here in Inclusion the TA team has been con-
tinuing to check up on you and make sure that you are doing ok!  

They have also been doing lots of learning themselves by completing online remote courses on how to 
Improve their knowledge and how to support you in your learning. So a huge well done to them. 

 

If anyone is struggling with any of the work set then the team is only at the end of an email. We can either 
reply via email with help or give you a ring to talk through what you are finding difficult. 

 

Feel free to contact any of us. 

 

Mrs Coleman: dcoleman@chenderit.net 

Miss Greening: agreening@chenderit.net 

Ms Broady Bennett: hbroady-bennett@chenderit.net 

Mrs Leibling: tleiblingh @chenderit.net  

Mrs Jeary: kjeary@chenderit.net 

Mr Morgan: emorgan @chenderit.net  

Miss Edwards: zedwards @chenderit.net  

Mrs Orris: eorris @chenderit.net  

 
Mrs Caiger is working hard on preparing resources for all of the Year 10 GCSE students and we will be in 
touch soon with these. 

 
Stay Safe everyone. 

Mrs Coleman and the Inclusion Team 

mailto:dcoleman@chenderit.net
mailto:agreening@chenderit.net
mailto:hbroady-bennett@chenderit.net
http://chenderit.net
mailto:kjeary@chenderit.net
http://chenderit.net
http://chenderit.net
http://chenderit.net


If you have any safeguarding concerns that you would like to discuss please contact: 

 
Safeguarding is everyone’s responsibility 

 
 
Roddy Lloyd Jones. Deputy Head.  Designated safeguarding lead       
Contact details: 01295 711567 
Email: rlloydjones@chenderit.net 
 
 
 
 
Jan Hooper. Safeguarding student, parent welfare manager. Deputy designated safeguarding 
lead.  
Contact details: 01295 711567 
Email: jhooper@chenderit.net 
 
 
 
 
 
Allison Smith. Deputy student, parent welfare manager. Deputy designated safeguarding lead.  

Contact details: 01295 711567 
Email: asmith@chenderit.net 
 

 

If you do not get a response and you are concerned someone may be in immediate danger or a crime is 
being committed please call the appropriate agency:  

Police - 101 / 999  
Fire / Ambulance - 999  
  
NORTHAMPTONSIHRE  
  
Multi agency Safeguarding Team (social care) – 0300126100 
Out of hours emergency duty team (social care) – 01604 626938 
Early Help Team (social care) - 01604 365955 
Local authority designated officer (LADO) – LADOReferral@northamptonshire.gov.uk 
  
 OXFORDSHIRE 
  
Multi agency Safeguarding Team (social care) – 03450507666 
Out of hours emergency duty team (social care) - 0800833408  
Local authority designated officer (LADO) - 01865 815956  
  
Alternatively, you can contact the Local Community Support Service (LCSS) who offer professionals ad-
vice and support where there is a concern relating to a young person in Oxfordshire. LCSS North 0345 
2412703  
NSPCC helpline - 0808 800 5000  
NSPCC under 18 helpline - 08001111  
 

If any personnel details or emergency contact details for parents / carers change, please inform 
cwilke@chenderit.net immediately. 

For mental health information, please see the Wellbeing page on our website http://
www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp 

mailto:LADOReferral@northamptonshire.gov.uk
mailto:cwilke@chenderit.net
http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp
http://www.chenderit.northants.sch.uk/well-being.asp


Hope in the Dark -Poem 
Although you may push me down on the ground making my bones shatter without a sound, your 

words hurt more than what you pound. 

 

Even in the glimpse of light you keep on fighting ‘til the dead of night, try to escape but you drag 

me back down into the darkness into the depressing shack. 

 

Why do you keep coming back, knocking me back down having no chance to fight back! 

 

But there is hope in every place, if it’s in the dark or in a barren place. 

 

If you’re stuck in a corner nowhere to run remember that you aren’t the only one. 

 

A stick can’t live without a tree, so branch out and get rid of the heavy leaves, and if the sun has 

been blocked by the spreading  dark there’s always hope in the centre of your heart. 

 

No matter how big or small keep on fighting for what you are and if someone chooses to judge 

you from who you are then fight back and show there’s always hope in the dark. 

 

By Charlie Mullins-Blyth Year 8 

 



 

 

What’s for tea? – A delicious recipe from Mrs Nowell this week using an in-

gredient which may be less familiar to students. We love brightly coloured food and you 
couldn’t get any better than this! 

 

Beetroot and goats’ cheese risotto 
 

Ingredients: 
500g cooked beetroot (if you need to cook your beetroot 
first, peel, quarter and roast for 1 hour) 
1 litre pints chicken or vegetable stock 
2 tbsp olive oil 
30g butter 
1 onion, finely chopped 
2 garlic cloves, finely chopped 
300g risotto rice 
1 large sprig thyme (optional) 
100ml dry white wine (or add 100ml extra of stock 
small bunch fresh parsley, finely chopped (optional) 
small bunch fresh dill, finely chopped (optional) 
squeeze lemon juice (optional) 
salt and freshly ground black pepper 
To garnish: 
150g/5½oz creamy goats’ cheese, crumbled 
50g/1¾oz Parmesan (or alternative vegetarian hard 
cheese) 

 
Method 
 
Place half the beetroot with the stock in a food processor and blend until smooth. Pour into a 
saucepan and bring to a simmer. Finely chop the remaining beetroot and leave to drain in a    
colander. 
Heat the oil and half the butter in a large casserole dish or saucepan. Add the onion and fry   
gently until very soft. Add the garlic and cook for 2–3 minutes. Stir in the risotto rice and thyme 
until coated in the oil and butter. 
Turn the heat to high and pour in the wine. Cook for 1–2 minutes, or until reduced. Turn the heat 
down to medium and add a ladleful of the beetroot stock. Season with salt and pepper. Stir    
continuously until the liquid has been absorbed. Repeat until all the stock has been added. At 
this point the rice will have a creamy texture but still be al dente. 
Beat in the remaining butter and the chopped beetroot. Stir through the herbs, if using, and 
check the seasoning, you might want to add a squeeze of lemon juice. Remove the thyme sprig. 
Divide the risotto between four warmed plates and crumble over the goats’ cheese and a sprinkle 
of Parmesan at the table. Garnish with fresh herbs. 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/beetroot
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/vegetable_stock
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/olive_oil
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/butter
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/onion
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/garlic
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/risotto_rice
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/thyme
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/white_wine
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/parsley
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/dill
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/lemon_juice
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/pepper
https://www.bbc.co.uk/food/parmesan_cheese


What’s for Tea? This week – starting to get more adventurous…great to see our teachers joining too! 

                   

A great loaf – Connor Yr 10               Honeycomb – Chloe Year 9                         Carmelitas  - Edward Yr 7 

             

Teardrop cake – Finn Yr 10    Beetroot and goats cheese risotto Mrs Nowell       Muffins and Traybake – Grace Yr 10 

                              

Lemon Drizzle – Ellie Yr 8          Cake made by Evie  (yr 9)for her neighbour.           Jack Yr 9 – preparing to use the  

                                                       I’m sure it must have cheered them up  in              slow cooker…looking very professional. 

                                                        these strange times. A lovely gesture.  

Easy fluffy coconut breads tried and tested by Mrs Hunt (a Jamie Oliver recipe) 

These are so quick and easy and all you need are 2 ingredients!  

A  400g tin of light coconut milk , and 350g SR Flour 

Simply mix the two ingredients together to form a dough, divide into 8 pieces, flatten and 

shape into a teardrop shape. 

Heat a frying pan with a small amount of oil and  approx. 25g butter, add the bread to the 

pan , cook 2-3 minutes on each side then they are ready to serve with a delicious curry! 



 

Passing the Time in Lockdown 

Emma Cross Year 8 – cooking up a storm – Chocolate orange cake and Chocolate hedgehog cake for 
her dad’s birthday! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Well done Emma, they look fab! 

  

To the NHS,  

 

Look up, down, left, right, 

Look to your friends, 

Look to your mother, your father, 

Look to your brother, your sister, 

Look to your wife, husband, partner, 

Look even to the strangers passing on the pavement - 

We're all here for you. 

 

You've done so much for us, 

Nothing could ever repay this debt 

That you've so selflessly taken upon yourself. 

You're our heroes; 

Our Superman and Wonder Woman, 

Our Captain Marvel and Iron Man, 

But there's nothing fictional about you. 

You are Our neighbours, 

Our friends, Our family, 

And you will be our saviours. 

Should we succumb to the 

Dark Depths of this illness, 

You do everything within your power 

To pull us from the edge. 

 

 

Our sun shines its warmth for you. 
Our stars sparkle their beauty for you. 
Our winds blow their strength for you. 
Our planet itself believes in you. 
 
Thank you truly, deeply, 
For the hope you give us. 
How can we repay you, 
Except in poems and 
Rainbows and music. 

 

By Imogen Pope Year 13 

 



 
Science - In the night skies this Month: 
                                                               
Satellites, meteors and comets 
 
What is Starlink?  

Starlink is a satellite constellation that is being constructed by     

American company SpaceX, founded by Elon Musk. The firm sends 

satellites up into the Earth’s orbit in batches of 60, with the most     

recent launches taking place in mid-March and 22 April. 

So far, the firm has deployed more than 300 satellites into space and is working towards a network of 

12,000, with the aim of improving global internet coverage.  The satellites appear in a line crossing the 

night sky and their current orbital position has made them easier to spot in the past few days. The recently 

launched satellites have been seen in Derbyshire, Manchester, London, Leeds, and across Europe. 

When can I spot them? 

If you haven’t yet caught a glimpse of the satellites, there will be more opportunities to see them this 

week. 

Friday 1st May - 3.03 am. Starlink-3 will be visible over the UK skies for three minutes, travelling from 

southwest to east.  The satellites will appear as ‘trains’ of bright lights and can be spotted in the sky with-

out binoculars or a telescope.  You will need a clear sky and as little light around you as possible in order 

to see them, so it is best to avoid looking at your phone screen too much, and turn off any outdoor light-

ing. 

How do I track their location? 

A number of stargazing apps and websites enable people to track the current locations of the satellites. A 

popular site is Findstarlink.com, where users can see the timings of when and where Starlink is likely to 

be visible next. 

https://inews.co.uk/topic/space
http://findstarlink.com/


 

Lyrid Meteor shower     

Also in the skies this week was the Lyrid meteor shower. 

 

What are the Lyrids?                      
 

The Lyrids are one of the oldest known  

meteor showers, with records dating back 

2,700 years. The ancient Chinese are said 

to have watched Lyrid meteors falling "like 

rain" in the year 687 BC. The Lyrids are 

caused by the interaction of the Earth’s  

atmosphere with the dust trail left by the 

Comet C/1861 G1 Thatcher. When        

particles of debris enter the Earth’s         

atmosphere, they burn up, producing a trail of light across the sky. Comet C/1861 G1 Thatcher only orbits 

the sun every 415 years, but occasionally, specific planetary arrangements can steer the dust trail into 

Earth’s path, intensifying the shower. This happens roughly every 60 years, and while it won't be the case 

in 2020, observers could still be treated to some ‘Lyrid fireballs’ - brighter meteors that can even cast 

shadows for a split second and leave behind a trail of glowing ionized gas. 

 

Comets                                         
 

On December 28, 2019, the Asteroid Terrestrial-impact 

Last Alert System detected a new, peculiar comet. 

When it was first observed, the comet was quite faint. 

But since then, it has been brightening at a rate of 0.25 

magnitude every day as it makes its way closer to the 

Sun. That's a much higher rate than astronomers first 

predicted, which has lead them to believe that the     

comet, dubbed ATLAS, is about to grace our skies with 

perhaps one of the brightest light shows that we’ve 

seen in a while.   

https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2014htu..conf...65D/abstract
https://www.inverse.com/article/62063-celestial-events-2020


 

COMET ATLAS: WHEN TO SEE IT?  
 

 

As comets travel closer to the Sun, they increase in brightness as the heat from the star causes them to 

burn. ATLAS is headed toward the Sun, and will make its closest approach on May 31, 2020, where it will 

be as close as 23,517,819 miles to the star, that’s closer than planet Mercury is to the Sun. The comet 

ATLAS will be closest to Earth on May 23, 2020 and could be as bright as Venus. There are some       

astronomers who predict that the comet will be visible in the night sky around May 1, 2020, especially if 

you can use binoculars. Skywatchers had high hopes that the comet ATLAS would light up the night sky 

this spring, with forecasts suggesting it could become bright enough to see with the unaided eye. 

Instead, the icy object crumbled to pieces — but it's still putting on a  

spectacular show for scientists. Ye Quanzhi, an astronomer at the      

University of Maryland, snagged some time with NASA's Hubble Space  

Telescope to take a look at Comet ATLAS on Monday (April 20) and  

caught a stunning image of its fragments that he shared on Twitter as a  

preview of his research. Not only this, but the Hubble space telescope  

celebrates its 30th birthday this year.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It’s been a busy month, happy star gazing everyone! 

 

Mr Marchington 

https://earthsky.org/space/how-to-see-bright-comet-c-2019-y4-atlas
https://www.inverse.com/article/36297-mercury-september-12-greatest-elongation-best-time-to-see
https://www.space.com/15892-hubble-space-telescope.html
https://www.space.com/15892-hubble-space-telescope.html


 

PE News 

News from the wider community- in this instance Banbury Rugby Club. If you have had a notable achieve-
ment, and would like to celebrate please let us know. 

 

End of season awards at Banbury Rugby Club. 

 

Students left last year- Banbury Lions (2nd XV): 

 

Oscar Triggs - Player of the Year 

Lewis Wheeler— Players Player 

Colts/U18 Callum Hay Year 13— Player of the Year 

U13 Euan Stephenson Year 8— Players Player 

U12 Lorcan Blair Year 7— Break through Player 

                                                 Congratulations to all— Mr Hebden 

 

Equestrian news: 

Last weekend would have marked the first One Day Event that our wonderful team were due to compete 

in this season. However, instead, the team’s horses and ponies have been enjoying the sunshine and 

having some time off. Some have even been drafted in to act as lawnmowers during the lockdown…The 

girls have all been supporting one another with kind messages and it has been lovely for me to hear from 

so many parents during this time. Not all of the team have been able to spend time with their horses or 

ponies during lockdown as they are kept on livery yards, which have sensibly followed the non-essential 

travelling government guidelines. I would like to thank those livery yard owners for their extra hard work in 

caring for the team’s equines.  

A message from Team Trainer, Lesley Smith at Foxhill Equestrian “ I am so looking forward to seeing you 

all for some training as soon as we are able to. It will be lovely to have you all back for some lessons but 

in the meantime stay safe and take care”.  

We cannot all wait to be back in the saddle! - Team Manager Ms Greening 

 



As the lockdown continues, it’s been great to see an increase in creativity across the country. This is 
something we can all get involved in. This week, I have particularly loved seeing people recreating their 
favourite works of art. Perhaps this is something you lot would like to try? Here are some of my favourites- 
but there are loads more on line. Oh and another thing: there is some LUSH art based TV on at the     
moment. The artist Grayson Perry has started a brilliant art club on Channel Four, and meanwhile over on 
BBC 4, there has been some great insights into the work of museums and galleries. Well worth checking 
out!  

Mr Christy— Head of Art 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The importance of reading  

Latest research shows that parental engagement in their children’s reading could more 

than offset losses caused by Covid-19 

If your children read, they will be happier, healthier and wealthier as adults. Reading really is 

magic,      because the statistics are true across all social classes. Reading develops empathy, 

creativity and       intelligence: it helps you put yourself into someone else’s skin, to paraphrase 

To Kill a Mockingbird, it grows vocabulary, it promotes good mental health. Books encourage 

creative thinking, and reflection. 

Reading gains of up to 35% 

The one-year research project undertaken in eight schools in Slough from January 2019 was  

designed to improve higher order thinking skills (not just reading comprehension but                

understanding how characters and narratives are created). It was highly effective. 35% of       

children improved their reading age by parents engaging with their child’s reading; reading does 

not have to be a private activity. It requires discussion and reflection in order to acquire and    

sustain the skills of “being a reader.” 

What is reading? 

Reading is the skill of decoding words and knowing what the words mean but it is also           

considering the deeper meaning in a book. Children’s attitudes to reading and reading frequency 

is an important predictor of pupils’ proficiency as readers and there is a significant decline in    

pupils who value reading for fun      between the ages of 8 and 9. This coincides with a decline in 

parental engagement with reading “as one in five parents of children aged 6-17 stopped reading 

aloud to their children before age 9, most often     citing reasons related to their child being able 

to read independently. The opportunity to read together   interactively in school and at home    

impacts not just on pupils’ progress in reading but their enjoyment of reading and it increases 

their confidence, competence and feelings of security.  

How can I help my child? 

All reading counts –fiction, non-fiction, comics, audiobooks. Let children have some choice if 

possible. A series of books can be good, because if they like book one then you have them 

hooked for the rest. Don’t make them finish a book they’re really not interested in, because then 

it becomes a chore. 

 



  

Where can I access reading material in lockdown? 

There are many websites that are offering free access to their content to support learning whilst schools 

are temporarily closed. Have a look at these websites for suitable reading material for your child.  

Project Gutenberg- https://www.gutenberg.org/ is a library of over 60,000 free eBooks 

Book Trust- https://www.booktrust.org.uk/- quizzes, book lists and recommendations  

 

https://stories.audible.com/start-listen “For as long as schools are closed, audible are 

open. Students everywhere can instantly stream an incredible collection of stories, including titles across 

six different languages, that will help them continue dreaming, learning, and just being kids. All stories are 

free to stream.” 

 4. The Carneige book award longlist has been announced and these titles are bound to be entertaining: 

https://www.cilip.org.uk/news/489515/CKG-Longlist-2020.htm 

5. Open Library- There are over 3 million books that are “accessible,” which means they are free to read 

online or download. https://openlibrary.org/subjects/accessible_book#ebooks=true 

6. Smashwords- Lots of the digital books are free to access during lockdown- https://

www.smashwords.com/shelves/home/61/free/any 

7. Manybooks- ManyBooks offers free books in a clean and friendly interface. There are over 50,000 ti-

tles. https://manybooks.net/  

8. Amazon- Amazon have lots of free books available with KindleUnlimited membership whilst the lock-

down remains. 

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Teen-Young-Adult-Prime-Reading-Eligible/s?rh=n%3A3421426031%

2Cp_n_special_merchandising_browse-bin%3A12713393031 

 

And if you have time, then reading aloud is also a wonderful bonding activity. If a story makes 

your mum laugh or your dad cry then it sends a signal that books are important and powerful. 

Support reading development by asking a range of questions about the book your child is     

reading-using the ‘five Ws’- who, what, where, when and why: ask them to summarise what has 

happened in the book or story so far and to predict what will happen next; make links between 

the book and real life.  

For a knowledge bank full of related resources from the Every child a reader pack, please visit: 

https://www.teachingtimes.com/knowledge-banks/every-child-a-reader-framework/ There is a     

series of powerpoints that model the process of how to share a book interactively with their child. 

Online resources 

Lots of authors and illustrators have risen to the challenge of keeping children entertained and 

engaged at this tricky time. BookTrust has helpfully collated lots of this material into BookTrust 

Home Time – there are activity sheets,  videos and quizzes.  

Access to free books online can be found here:                                                                     
https://ebookfriendly.com/sites-where-you-can-read-books-online/ 

https://www.gutenberg.org/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/-
https://stories.audible.com/start-listen
https://www.cilip.org.uk/news/489515/CKG-Longlist-2020.htm
https://openlibrary.org/subjects/accessible_book#ebooks=true
https://www.smashwords.com/shelves/home/61/free/any
https://www.smashwords.com/shelves/home/61/free/any
https://manybooks.net/
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Teen-Young-Adult-Prime-Reading-Eligible/s?rh=n%3A3421426031%2Cp_n_special_merchandising_browse-bin%3A12713393031
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Teen-Young-Adult-Prime-Reading-Eligible/s?rh=n%3A3421426031%2Cp_n_special_merchandising_browse-bin%3A12713393031
https://www.teachingtimes.com/knowledge-banks/every-child-a-reader-framework/
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/
http://www.booktrust.com/
http://www.booktrust.com/
https://ebookfriendly.com/sites-where-you-can-read-books-online/


An Insight To The Virtues 

 

Honesty just knows what has happened. 

She will hunt for the truth 

No lies can be told to your friends 

Because she won’t let them pass by. 

 

Loyalty will stick by your side. 

He won`t give up on you. 

Even at the very last tide 

You never can`t trust in him. 

 

Bravery is someone that does what is right. 

He will run at the challenges 

And won’t give up without a fight 

He is a virtue that can’t ever be scared. 

 

Kindness, the virtue of the caring. 

A friend, a hero, a sidekick 

Although she is not the most daring 

Yet she will help whenever she can. 

 

Perseverance is someone you should want to be. 

He tries again and again 

So he will always succeed 

He is a virtue that overcomes these things. 

 

The virtues are who you look up to 

Who you should always try to befriend. 

Because if you mess with them 

You going to have to mess with all of them. 

 

By Roseanna Hale Y7 



Online learning platform to boost workplace skills 

launched 

Free courses are available through the new online platform, the Skills Toolkit. 

This platform signposts to free, high-quality digital and numeracy courses to 

help people build up their skills, progress in work and boost their job prospects 

and confidence whilst at home.  

Courses on offer cover a range of levels, from everyday maths and the use of 

email and social media at work to more advanced training. All courses are avail-

able online and are flexible so that people can work through them at their own 

pace. 

The Skills Toolkit can be accessed here: 

https://theskillstoolkit.campaign.gov.uk/ 

Music News 

I hope lots of you are enjoying playing and practising your instruments, singing, or maybe trying to learn a 
new instrument. It’s a really beneficial thing to do, and musicians do this for the love of performing and 
listening to music, but just in case you need some extra motivation for doing it, this youtube clip is worth 
watching: 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0JKCYZ8hng 

 

Also, continuing our feature from last week, congratulations to the following, who have all scored high 
marks in recent Music assessments: 

Y7 - Izzy B, Joshua G, Fraser M, Zack R, Molly W, Lewis B, Ed C, Dylan K, Laura W, Abigail W, Tilly A, 
Katherine D, Roseanna H. 

Y8 – Falak B, Florence G, Holly R, Munib A, Jack B, Eleanor D, Neave H, James R, Eva A, Leah H,     
Rebecca M, Sasha B, Chloe E, Mati M, Alyssa M, Max P, Isabel W. 

Y9 – Sam C, James H, Mia J, Dhahabu K, Eddie K, Abbie-Jo S, Tristan T, Jasmine W, Emily S, Jamie C. 

Y10 – Daniel C, Jenny H, Ashten N, Oscar H, Erin T, Casper C, Anna H, Eve F. 

 

Mark Ledger 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R0JKCYZ8hng


MATHS: 

 

A really positive week in the Maths department. I am hearing many positive comments from members of 

staff so I thought I would share these with you.  

In no particular order 

Mr Tyler - I have had this picture of work from Harry Pearson (see below) in year 7. He has worked really 

hard to complete all work especially when the Active website was slow. Chloe Durn spent over 2 hours to 

get the work on Active done, although others did it in 20 mins. Impressed with all students in 7A1. Year 

12 did an integration test and have got some good results, although not all back yet. Good work from 

home on a difficult topic. In year 8 Rebecca Marsh, Mason Pitch and Elena Williamson have all been 

working really well on mathswatch and active Learn 

Mrs Pennells -Oscar Ingham, Isla Solesbury, Will Belcher and Amelia Moore from my 7b3 group have 

been working really hard. All work completed (usually on the day it is set) and achieving really impressive 

scores on Maths Watch. They're also having another go at tasks when they don't get the score they were 

hoping for.  

Mrs Kennedy - Corey Rounsfell has done some excellent work (see below), his work ethic is brilliant and 

he is doing super work on MathsWatch too. Also a positive mention to Tallulah Robertson who has pro-

duced outstanding work and always marks it afterwards 

Mr Smith – OR Smyff’s Superstars 

Some great efforts from all years and a shame to only pick 2 from each year. 

Yr 8 - Ryan Gooby, Alyssa Thacker,  

Yr 7 - Will Moore, Olivia Bushell 

Yr 9 – Florence White, Leah Beckinsale 

Yr 10 – Flynn Brown, Josh Randall 

Mr Byford – A lot of outstanding work, I would like to mention Sophie Whittern Locke, Ella Shenton, Char-

lie Clayton, Jenny Hynes, Abi Mcneil, Orli Pinkney, Grace Rogers, Bily Upstone, Matthew Rankin and 

Emily Coleman from 10B/m2 who have continually given absolutely 100% in any task or test throughout 

this difficult period. Well done to others in the group also who are really trying to improve. 10A/m1, your 

turn next week. 

No takers for the challenge last week, so I thought I would set a different type of challenge. Following on 
from Harry’s excellent cuboid I would like to give you the challenge of making a 3D object. The more diffi-
cult the 3D solid the more Positive SIMS you can receive. You can send a photo of you work at the end to 
mbyford@chenderit.net , deadline is next Tuesday, good Luck.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                   Harry Pearson Y7                                          Corey Rounsfell Y9 

mailto:mbyford@chenderit.net


Careers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

InvestIn are offering virtual summer internships in a range of different sectors from August. 

There is a fee attached to these however there is the possibility of a bursary for those 

that meet the criteria.  

For more information, please visit https://investin.org/ 

Career of the Week  

Next week’s Career of the Week is on becoming a Vet. 

This can be found on Unifrog and on the Google Drive. 

 

 

CWR are offering free online employability 

courses through Zoom, every Tuesday at 11am. 

Next week’s session is on ‘Cover Letter Writing’. 

We strongly encourage students in Years 11 – 

13 to take advantage of this opportunity to help 

them prepare the best they can in their future 

plans. 

https://investin.org/

